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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #1	10 minutesWelcome class and introduce yourself.Introduce any dignitaries.Allow dignitaries to present.Have participants introduce themselves and their expectations for the workshop.Explain any housekeeping, such as break times, fire drill, and restroom location.Explain the agenda and the materials.Copies of PowerPoint slides are not needed and should not be given out.



What is ethics in Public Health?



One's philosophy is not best 
expressed in words;  it is 
expressed in the choices 
one makes.  In the long run, 
we shape our lives and we 
shape ourselves. The 
process never ends until we 
die. And the choices we 
make are ultimately our 
responsibility.

Eleanor Roosevelt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #2	3 minutesThis course is about making difficult choices and making them well so that most of the people who are affected, whether they agree with the decision or not, respect the decision and the person who made it.	The most difficult choices are not about right vs. wrong, but right vs. right. They are choices where we cannot do everything we want and important right things are in tension with each other.	Most people believe they have integrity. But as a leader it is important to go beyond what you think and look carefully at what your choices say to others about who you are and what we care about. I want you to consider your own experience of personal integrity. Call to mind someone who you know, without a doubt, is a person of integrity. Pause briefly.What is it about this person that leads you to believe they have integrity? Take several responses from participants.  



The Meaning of Integrity

• People with integrity have “character”
• Character is a set of qualities such as….

– Honesty
– Fidelity to promises, principles
– Courage to face difficult issues

• Decisions have integrity when they are

– Comprehensive

– Coherent

– Transparent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #3	3 minutesOften, a sense of another’s integrity comes down to important qualities of their character that have to do with the way they behave. Most commonly, we associate honesty and truth telling as essential to integrity. In addition, integrity is demonstrated by someone who keeps their commitments and acts in a way that if faithful to the principles they say are important to them. Finally, an important ingredient of integrity is the courage to stand and face life’s challenges and difficult moments.	So we know from our own experience what gives a person integrity, but what is it about a decision and how it is made that causes the decision to have integrity in the eyes of the people who are impacted by it?This morning we will explore three qualities of a decision that has integrity. The decision is comprehensive because the decision makers consider everything that is important. It is coherent because the reasons stated for making the decision “cohere” or connect (use your fingers to slide your hands together interlocking the fingers) with the decision so it makes sense. And finally, it is transparent because the decision maker is open and honest with the people who need to understand about the reasons for the decision and its undesirable aspects.



What will we learn?

By the end of this session, you will be able to:
• Describe the steps in the values based decision making 

process
• Conduct dialogue with stakeholders to identify 

important values for making a decision
• Identify the potential unintended consequences of a 

decision
• Make values based decisions
• Identify potential negative consequences of a decision
• Communicate decisions using a decision summary form

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #4	3 minutesRead objectives from slideWe will reach these objectives by using a hands on approach. We will have an honest conversation about what is truly important. It is by using a particular kind of conversation, a dialogue….an exchange of meaning through words… that you create the integrity of a decision. 	With real understanding of what is important, a decision maker has the opportunity to be clear and honest with others.	Does anyone have any questions about the learning objectives?



Key Definitions

• Value – a standard or principle that is  
meaningful to an individual, group, or 
organization... things that matter

• Ethical – right, good, and honorable in 
conduct and character
– also requires the ability to give sufficient 

reasons for a moral value judgment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #5	3 minutesIn order to be clear, I want to define two words and clarify some key assumptions that this approach is based upon.	The term “value” is used broadly to mean: anything that matters to people. What is important, what matters, often comes down to things like respect, fairness, honesty, safety of loved ones, personal health, the health of a community, the ability to practice one’s religion, personal privacy, and others. These principles, behaviors, and standards for making choices all are forms of values.		Values come from our cultural and family upbringing, our life experience, our education, our religion, and our training. 		The other term I need to define is “ethical.” Read the definition of “ethical” on the slide. Particularly in the public sector, it is not enough to have integrity and make an ethical decision. An ethical decision must be able to be justified with clear communication and reasoning.



Assumptions

• Values drive all choices

• Ethical is more than legal

• Tough decisions require choosing one 
principle or value over another

• Every tough decision has a downside

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #6	3 minutesIt isn’t possible to make an important decision without values. The ability to have preferences requires that we emphasize or prioritize something that we care about…that we feel strongly about. This emphasis or priority is based on our values.	There is a trend in public and private sectors to dumb down ethics by equating it only with compliance…with law and regulation. As long as I don’t break the law, I am ethical. But what truly defines goodness and integrity often requires more than avoiding wrongdoing. Leaders do not inspire others to do their best nor earn their respect simply by not going to jail.	What makes a decision difficult is the presence of competing goods and your inability to serve everyone, offer every service, pay your employees what you wish, etc. You can’t do it all and you have to choose one good thing over another.	Because of these competing goods, there is always a downside. Some people will be burdened….or harmed. Some value that is important will have to yield to a value that is more important. Our integrity is really tested when important values bump up against each other. This kind of tension is what makes a dilemma. Ethical decision making means you have to keep the ‘lights on’ and pay attention to the downside of the decision.



The Road to a Good Decision

Need

Credible

Durable

Effective

1. Clarify

2. Comprehend
3. Commit

4. Choose
5. Communicate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #7	3 minutesTurn to page 2 in your workbook.In order to reach a solid ethical decision, there is a clear road to follow with signposts along the way. Each signpost, CLARIFY, COMPREHEND, COMMIT, CHOOSE, COMMUNICATE indicates an activity that leads you toward a decision. By stopping at each signpost and engaging in a clear productive conversation about values, you will stay on course to reach your destination….a decision that is credible, durable, and effective.We will use a team-based case study to help us understand some of the key concepts in values-based decision-making.  We will do a series of exercises using this case study. Each exercise will help you practice the steps you must take along the road to reaching a good decision.I will lead you through each exercise. When you hear the bell (sound the bell), please wind up the comment being made and give me your attention.



We see the 
world not the 
way it is.  We see 
the world the 
way we are.

Talmud

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/key Points		Slide #8	5 minutesSummarize the key aspects of Step One. Begin by reading the quote from the slide.Values Based Decision Making begins with an awareness of the way you are looking at the decision situation. As this saying from the Talmud makes clear, each of has a particular way of viewing a situation. This way is influenced by a number of important aspects of our lives….our family and cultural upbringing, the significant life experiences that have shaped us, our education, our professional training, and the roles we inhabit that are related to the decision issue before us.We lay the groundwork for a better decision when we learn early on about our own point of view and others’. With a greater appreciation of the different viewpoints, a real dialogue about what is important becomes possible.Distribute the Case Study and ask them to read along with you. Read the case aloud. (2 minutes)



The Road to a Good Decision

Need

Credible

Durable

Effective

1. Clarify

2. Comprehend
3. Commit

4. Choose
5. Communicate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #7	3 minutesTurn to page 2 in your workbook.In order to reach a solid ethical decision, there is a clear road to follow with signposts along the way. Each signpost, CLARIFY, COMPREHEND, COMMIT, CHOOSE, COMMUNICATE indicates an activity that leads you toward a decision. By stopping at each signpost and engaging in a clear productive conversation about values, you will stay on course to reach your destination….a decision that is credible, durable, and effective.We will use a team-based case study to help us understand some of the key concepts in values-based decision-making.  We will do a series of exercises using this case study. Each exercise will help you practice the steps you must take along the road to reaching a good decision.I will lead you through each exercise. When you hear the bell (sound the bell), please wind up the comment being made and give me your attention.



Clarify…

…the point of view you and others bring to this 
issue.

Activity: Framing (brief sharing of your 
perspective, listening to others’ perspectives)

Trigger Questions: 
“What is my first ‘take’ on this?” 
“How point-of-view do I have in this 
situation?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #10	20 minutesIf participants are not already seated in small groups, organize them now into groups of 4-5 membersDistribute copies of the Decision Making Worksheet. Ask them to keep their “Decision Making Worksheet” in front of them, to record notes as they move through the steps.Let’s practice Step 1: Clarify Perspective. Direct participants to page 3 in participant guide. Summarize the introduction, highlighting key points.Review instructions for Step 1. Notice that some of the instructions are carried out as individuals and some as a group.Use the Decision Making Worksheet (DMW) to record your answers.1. By yourself, write down your answer to the following question:  What is my initial reaction on this decision?  Take 5 minutes on this activity. Note the examples of initial reactions.2. By yourself, consider if you bring a particular perspective or “point-of-view” to this issue and describe it briefly.  Take 5 minutes on this activity. Note the examples of perspectives/points of view.3. As a group, go around the table and share your reactions and points of view. Take no more than 10 minutes for this part of the exercise. The key here is to avoid commenting on others’ reactions and seeking clarification if you do not understand. Notice the Dig Deeper box.  This section lists additional steps to be taken when time is adequate or the issue is of great importance. Today, you will not have the time to follow them, but they will be important for you when you use this tool in your work at home.Make sure the instructions are understood, then direct participants to begin. Circulate to answer questions and ensure participants stay on track. Ring bell after 20 min.What are your observations about Step One?Lead a brief discussion.



An ounce of 
dialogue is worth 
a pound of 
monologue. 

Anonymous

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #11	   2 minutesDirect participants to page 5 in their workbooks.Step 2 is the place where you begin to grow the comprehensiveness of the decision by thinking about individuals and groups affected by the decision and by identifying as many important values as possible. While the desired outcome is a comprehensive list of values, what matters most is the quality of the understanding that develops when you talk about the values. Therefore, you need to establish a real dialogue between the participants at this step.



The Road to a Good Decision

Need

Credible

Durable

Effective

1. Clarify

2. Comprehend
3. Commit

4. Choose
5. Communicate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #7	3 minutesTurn to page 2 in your workbook.In order to reach a solid ethical decision, there is a clear road to follow with signposts along the way. Each signpost, CLARIFY, COMPREHEND, COMMIT, CHOOSE, COMMUNICATE indicates an activity that leads you toward a decision. By stopping at each signpost and engaging in a clear productive conversation about values, you will stay on course to reach your destination….a decision that is credible, durable, and effective.We will use a team-based case study to help us understand some of the key concepts in values-based decision-making.  We will do a series of exercises using this case study. Each exercise will help you practice the steps you must take along the road to reaching a good decision.I will lead you through each exercise. When you hear the bell (sound the bell), please wind up the comment being made and give me your attention.



Comprehend…

…the range of what matters to you and to 
others involved in the issue or impacted by it.

Activity: Dialogue (naming values and 
reflecting back what you understand others 
are saying)

Trigger Questions: 
“What is important to me in this issue?”
“What matters to others?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #13	20   minutesLet’s practice Step 2: Comprehend Values. Direct participants to page 5 in participant guide. Summarize the introduction, highlighting the key points. Review instructions for Step 2 (3 min).�Again, some of the instructions are carried out as individuals and some as a group. Use the Decision Making Worksheet (DMW) to record your answers.By yourself, write a list of all the things that matter in this situation. Go beyond your own point of view and consider what matters to others (stakeholders) directly or indirectly. Pay particular attention to those who stand to gain or lose. Take no more than 5 min for this activity. As a group, take turns and give each person the opportunity to briefly state a value he has identified. Continue to take turns until everyone has named the values they identified or until you run out of time. The key here is to use concrete words to describe the values and to ensure understanding through clarification if needed. Take no more than 15 minutes for this activity.Notice the Dig Deeper box for this exercise.  As in Exercise 1, this section lists additional steps to be taken when time is adequate. If your group has time, please take these additional steps. Make sure the instructions are understood, then direct participants to begin. Circulate among the tables to answer questions and make sure participants stay on track.Ask participants to use the flip charts to list perspectives and values so that everyone can see them during the exercises.Ring bell after 20 minutes.What are your observations about Step 2?Lead a brief discussion.After the break, you will go directly into your small groups to take Steps 3 through 5. While Steps 1 and 2 have been about increasing your understanding of the complexity of the decision….multiple perspectives, concerns of all the stakeholders, Steps 3 and 4 become very focused so that only the most important values help you reach a decision so, at Step 5 you can communicate the decision effectively. During the break, show the next slide.



Not everything 
that counts can be 
counted. Not 
everything that 
can be counted 
counts.

Sign in Albert
Einstein’s Office 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #14	 5  minutesEthics in its most practical sense is about making sure that what really counts is counted before making a tough choice. Step 3 is about finding the heart of the matter, the most important values. We call those the “guiding stars.” Like the stars that have guided people throughout human history to orient and find their way toward their destination, these values that shine most brightly can, once identified point the way toward a good decision.To move through Steps 3, 4, and 5, we want each group to pick a person who will act as the decision maker and will make a decision that is communicated in the large group at the end of Step 5. Again, I will guide you through each of the remaining steps, ringing the bell when it is time to move to each step.Give the groups 1 minute to pick a decision maker.Show slide #13



The Road to a Good Decision

Need

Credible

Durable

Effective

1. Clarify

2. Comprehend
3. Commit

4. Choose
5. Communicate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #7	3 minutesTurn to page 2 in your workbook.In order to reach a solid ethical decision, there is a clear road to follow with signposts along the way. Each signpost, CLARIFY, COMPREHEND, COMMIT, CHOOSE, COMMUNICATE indicates an activity that leads you toward a decision. By stopping at each signpost and engaging in a clear productive conversation about values, you will stay on course to reach your destination….a decision that is credible, durable, and effective.We will use a team-based case study to help us understand some of the key concepts in values-based decision-making.  We will do a series of exercises using this case study. Each exercise will help you practice the steps you must take along the road to reaching a good decision.I will lead you through each exercise. When you hear the bell (sound the bell), please wind up the comment being made and give me your attention.



Commit…

…to the values that matter most.

Activities: Weighing (Advocate for the most 
important values) 

Trigger Questions: 
“Among the range of identified values, what is 
MOST important that should guide the 
decision?” 
“Why should it be given priority?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #16	15 minutesThe fairness of the decision process rests on this sense that, whether I agree with the decision made or not, I had the opportunity to advocate for what I believe to be most important.Here you see some trigger questions that can help you identify what matters most, and to commit to those values.Let’s practice Step 3: Commit to What Is Most Important. Direct participants to page 7 in participant guide. Summarize the introduction, and review instructions for Step 3 (3 min).�As with the previous exercises, some of the instructions are carried out as individuals and some as a group. Remember, you need to make sure that everyone understands whose decision this is. As before, record your answers on the Decision Making Worksheet (DMW).By yourself, review the list of values developed by the group (or from the previous worksheet).  Write down 3 that you believe are the most important and that should determine the choice among available options.  In addition, write down the reasons for your selections.As a group, take turns naming one important value and briefly stating the reason it is key. Write these top values on a flip chart so everyone can see them.Continue to go around until everyone has had the opportunity to advocate for their top values. If you are unclear about the speaker’s value or the reason for its selection, follow up to clarify, not to challenge. As a group, let the decision maker summarize what he has heard. Help him consider key themes.Notice the Dig Deeper box for this exercise. It contains questions to assist in identifying key themes for this part of the exercise.Make sure the instructions are understood, then direct participants to begin. Circulate to answer questions and ensure participants stay on track.Ring bell after 20 min. 



You don’t have 
to be an 

ichthyologist to 
know when a fish 

stinks.

Daniel Ellsberg, 
U.S.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #17	5 minutesCall the group’s attention to the front of the room.What are your observations about Step 3?Lead a brief discussion.Remember to ask people WHY they believe a particular value is most important.Now it is time to move on to Step 4. The essence of Step 4 is making sure your choice passes the “smell” test so when others they hear about the decision, it appears authentic.As before I will guide you through this step, ringing the bell when it is time to move to the next step.Note: an ichthyologist is a scientist who studies fish. You may need to explain this term.



The Road to a Good Decision

Need

Credible

Durable

Effective

1. Clarify

2. Comprehend
3. Commit

4. Choose
5. Communicate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #7	3 minutesTurn to page 2 in your workbook.In order to reach a solid ethical decision, there is a clear road to follow with signposts along the way. Each signpost, CLARIFY, COMPREHEND, COMMIT, CHOOSE, COMMUNICATE indicates an activity that leads you toward a decision. By stopping at each signpost and engaging in a clear productive conversation about values, you will stay on course to reach your destination….a decision that is credible, durable, and effective.We will use a team-based case study to help us understand some of the key concepts in values-based decision-making.  We will do a series of exercises using this case study. Each exercise will help you practice the steps you must take along the road to reaching a good decision.I will lead you through each exercise. When you hear the bell (sound the bell), please wind up the comment being made and give me your attention.



Choose…

…the option that follows most closely from the 
guiding value(s).

Activities: develop/consider options; assess 
values ‘fit’ and downside for each option

Trigger Questions: 
“Which one of the possible options aligns 
best with my top value(s)?” 
“What will the undesirable impacts be?” “Who 
will bear the burden of this decision?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #19	15 minutesPut this slide up for reference while the group follows Worksheet 4.Let’s practice Step 4: Choose the option that fits best. Direct participants to page 9 in participant guideThis slide contains trigger questions that you should ask yourself as you record your answers on the Decision-Making Worksheet and participate in the group discussion.Review instructions for Step 4.All the activities in this exercise are done as a group.Consider the options already identified. If there is time to search for additional options, do so and add them to the list. It may be useful to list the options on a flip chart.Listen to the decision maker explain the values he believes should guide the decision. If there is time and the decision maker wants feedback from others present, ask for brief comments now.Look carefully at the option the decision maker has chosen. Answer the following questions:–“What negative consequences are likely or possible as a result of this decision?”–“What do I regret about this decision?”–“Are there important values that this decision does not honor?”Circulate among the tables to answer questions and make sure participants stay on track.Ring bell after 20 minutes.What are your observations about Step 4?Lead a brief discussion.



If you want to go 
quickly, go alone. If 
you want to go far, go 
together.

African proverb

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #20	2 minutesAs this saying suggests, how far your decision goes in being successfully implemented often depends upon its credibility. Do the people who have to implement it understand why it is important? Do the people who will be impacted by it accept it, even if they don’t like it? Your communication is not just a message; it is the means to come together with key stakeholders and gain their acceptance and support.Turn in your participant guide to page 11 and get ready to go through Step 5 and the Decision Summary Form. It is time to consider how you will communicate with the individuals and groups who need to know about your decision.



The Road to a Good Decision

Need

Credible

Durable

Effective

1. Clarify

2. Comprehend
3. Commit

4. Choose
5. Communicate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #7	3 minutesTurn to page 2 in your workbook.In order to reach a solid ethical decision, there is a clear road to follow with signposts along the way. Each signpost, CLARIFY, COMPREHEND, COMMIT, CHOOSE, COMMUNICATE indicates an activity that leads you toward a decision. By stopping at each signpost and engaging in a clear productive conversation about values, you will stay on course to reach your destination….a decision that is credible, durable, and effective.We will use a team-based case study to help us understand some of the key concepts in values-based decision-making.  We will do a series of exercises using this case study. Each exercise will help you practice the steps you must take along the road to reaching a good decision.I will lead you through each exercise. When you hear the bell (sound the bell), please wind up the comment being made and give me your attention.



Communicate…

…the decision to those who have a need/right 
to know.

Activities: develop clear, transparent summary 
of decision; determine audience, timing, and 
method of communication

Trigger Questions: 
“How can we transparently communicate the 
decision including the reasons and the likely 
downside?” 
“Who should hear about this, when,and from 
whom?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #22	25 minutesAgain, there are trigger questions that must be asked and answered during this step.For this exercise we are going to split into 2 groups: decision makers and everybody else. I would like all the selected decision makers to come with me, and I’ll coach you in preparing your final report to the whole group.State the decision in direct, simple language. Be clear who “owns” the decision. Note the examples of “owners.”Identify the values that guided the decision. Use concrete, everyday language to explain why you picked these top values. Make sure you are candid about the negative consequences of this decision.Notice the Dig Deeper box for this exercise.  It contains a question you should address when writing the decision summary:  Will it help to tell the story of how you reached your conclusion?Note the examples of how to tell the story.While I am working with the decision-makers, I’d like for the rest of you to read through the Step 5 and complete the Decision Making Worksheet, as though you were the decision maker. You can then compare your report with what your decision maker says. Meet with the decision makers to help them prepare their reports. Ask the decision makers to bring their Decision Summary Forms with them–Go through each entry to make sure they understand.–Remind them they have 15 minutes to complete their report.–Watch the time, and be available to answer any questions they might have.Circulate among the tables to answer questions and make sure participants stay on track. Ring bell after 20 minutes and direct participants to prepare for the reporting of the decision makers.Ask each of the decision makers to present their reports, using the template on the Decision Summary Form.Direct decision makers to report quickly, allowing 3 minutes per report.Ask the rest of the participants to listen carefully for those ingredients, and to compare/contrast what they hear with what they wrote down themselves.Ask them to save any comments or questions until all of the reports have been given.After all the reports have been given, ask for any brief comments from the participants, as well as the decision makers, on this last step.Then, begin the “debrief” of the decisions that were made.



Comprehensive
Inclusive..Stakeholders considered

A Decision With 
Integrity Is…

Courage Fidelity Honesty

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #23	5 minutesThe question is: when decisions are difficult and time is limited, how are you going to have the kind of focused dialogue which points the way to a choice that is ethically sound?If you will practice using this roadmap to a good decision, and make it your own, you will learn how to adapt it efficiently to any decision making situation whether you have 5 minutes or a half day.By following these steps as you make your difficult decisions, you will increase the likelihood that your decision is comprehensive, coherent, and transparent.Just as people with integrity show courage, fidelity, and honesty, so decisions that have integrity are comprehensive, coherent, and transparent. They are comprehensive because you’ve covered the bases. They are coherent because you’ve walked your talk. And they are transparent because you have clearly and openly explained the “how” and “why” of your decision, negative consequences and all.



The Road to a Good Decision

Need

Credible

Durable

Effective

1. Clarify

2. Comprehend
3. Commit

4. Choose
5. Communicate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script/Key Points		Slide #7	3 minutesTurn to page 2 in your workbook.In order to reach a solid ethical decision, there is a clear road to follow with signposts along the way. Each signpost, CLARIFY, COMPREHEND, COMMIT, CHOOSE, COMMUNICATE indicates an activity that leads you toward a decision. By stopping at each signpost and engaging in a clear productive conversation about values, you will stay on course to reach your destination….a decision that is credible, durable, and effective.We will use a team-based case study to help us understand some of the key concepts in values-based decision-making.  We will do a series of exercises using this case study. Each exercise will help you practice the steps you must take along the road to reaching a good decision.I will lead you through each exercise. When you hear the bell (sound the bell), please wind up the comment being made and give me your attention.
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